Essential Question: What can you discover when you look closely at something?

Unit 5 Week 4

**Story**
*A Drop of Water*

**Genre**
Expository Text

**Story**
“The Incredible Shrinking Potion”

**Genre**
Fantasy

**Story**
“Your World Up Close”

**Genre**
Expository Text

---

**Comprehension Strategy**
summarize

**Comprehension Skill**
sequence

**Vocabulary Strategy**
context clues: antonyms

**Writing Traits**
voice-formal voice

**Grammar**
comparing with *more* and *most*

**Other Skills**
frequently misspelled words, fluency-rate and accuracy

**Genre**
Expository Text

---

**Vocabulary**

*cling* - to stick closely, as if glued

*dissolves* - mixes a solid thoroughly with a liquid so that eventually it becomes liquid

*gritty* - containing small bits of small sand or stone

*humid* - containing a lot of water vapor in the air; moist

*magnify* - to make something look larger than it actually is

*microscope* - an instrument that uses lenses to enlarge any image seen through it

*mingle* - to come or mix together

*typical* - showing usual characteristics or qualities

---

SPELLING/
PHONICS
r-controlled vowel syllables

grocer
pepper
barber
grader
polar
tanker
singer
der
enter
odor
collar
zipper
powder
danger
cheddar
popular
harbor
anchor
elevator
daughter
victor

---
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